Use of a Wireless Video-EEG System to Monitor Epileptiform Discharges Following Lateral Fluid-Percussion Induced Traumatic Brain Injury
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Abstract

The lateral fluid percussion injury (FPI) model is well established and has been used to study TBI and post-traumatic epilepsy (PTE). However, considerable variability has been reported for the specific parameters used in different studies that have employed this model, making it difficult to harmonize and interpret the results between laboratories. For example, variability has been reported regarding the size and location of the craniectomy, how the Luer lock hub is placed relative to the craniectomy, the atmospheric pressure applied to the dura and the duration of the pressure pulse. Each of these parameters can impact injury severity, which directly correlates with the incidence of PTE. This has been manifested as a wide range of mortality rates, righting reflex times and incidence of convulsive seizures reported. Here we provide a detailed protocol for the method we have used to help facilitate harmonization between studies. We used FPI in combination with a wireless EEG telemetry system to continuously monitor for electrographic changes and detect seizure activity. FPI is induced by creating a 5 mm craniectomy over the left hemisphere, between the Bregma and Lambda and adjacent to the lateral ridge. A Luer lock hub is secured onto the skull over the craniectomy. This hub is connected to the FPI device, and a 20-millisecond pressure pulse is delivered directly to the intact dura through a twist lock connector. Following recovery, rats are re-anesthetized to remove the hub. Five 0.5 mm, stainless steel EEG electrode screws are placed in contact with the dura through the skull and serve as four recording electrodes and one reference electrode. The electrode wires are collected into a pedestal connector which is secured into place with bone cement. Continuous video/EEG recordings are collected for up to 4 weeks post TBI.

Introduction

In a 2015 report to Congress, the Centers for Disease Control reported that approximately 2.5 million people per year suffer traumatic brain injury (TBI) in the US 1. It is estimated that TBI causes 20% of symptomatic epilepsies and 5% of all epilepsies 2,3,4. In addition, about 20% of TBI patients develop post-traumatic epilepsy 5. Importantly, chronic, recurrent seizures that occur as a consequence of TBI are often pharmaco-resistant, increasing the burden of the disease 6. The exact mechanisms that lead to post-traumatic epilepsy (PTE) remain unclear. However, several key epidemiology studies have examined the incidence and potential risk of developing post-traumatic epilepsy (PTE) 2,4,7,8,9,10,11. These epidemiology studies each reinforced the correlation of injury severity with the risk of epileptogenesis.

Current methods that have been extensively used to identify novel anti-epilepsy therapies have relied heavily on models that use chemoconvulsants or electrical kindling to induce epilepsy 12. Given the high incidence of pharmaco-resistance to drugs developed in these models by TBI patients, we hypothesize that TBI-induced seizures may be different from chemoconvulsant or kindling-induced seizures and may involve different pathways or processes of epileptogenesis. Therefore, a TBI model may be better suited for the development of treatments that are more effective to prevent post-traumatic epileptogenesis.

The fluid percussion injury (FPI) model of TBI has been used for decades and is a well-established method to investigate both TBI and PTE 12,13,14,15,16,17,18. However, as we recently reviewed, there is a high degree of variability in the FPI methods reported across laboratories 19,20. This lack of consistency between laboratories prevents reproducibility of preclinical findings and makes the interpretation of results a challenge. As a consequence, increased interest and efforts have been applied towards establishing a greater harmonization for these types of studies 21,22,23,24.

In an effort to further increase the consistency and harmonization between laboratories focused on studying post-traumatic epileptogenesis, we provide here a detailed methodology of our approach. We have previously reported a 60% incidence of convulsive seizures within six weeks after severe TBI 20. We now use this approach to monitor rats beginning the day of injury and continuously follow them 24 hours a day for up to 4 weeks post TBI.
4 weeks. We have chosen to use a wireless telemetry system which affords several advantages. First, rats are able to freely move about their cage, and thus reduces stress. Second, a reduction in signal noise as the rat serves as the ground. In addition, our current system employs an accelerometer which detects rapid movement in all three planes (X, Y and Z) and can be helpful to identify convulsive seizure events. Finally, the wireless telemetry system allows for easier management of rats such as supplemental saline injections, weighing and conducting neurological severity scores, which is complicated when rats are attached to a tether. However, this approach also has several limitations. First, the initial cost of a system to record from up to eight rats simultaneously can be in the range of $60,000. Second, power is limited by a battery source. This requires daily monitoring and replacement of batteries. The time required between battery changes can be influenced by the sampling rate. However, for a 1000 Hz sampling rate, batteries are typically changed once a week. The limited power supply also restricts the system to recording from only four EEG signals. Finally, signal drop out is limited but does occasionally occur. However, this approach provides a consistent and reliable method to monitor post-traumatic epileptogenesis and can aid in the identification of novel therapeutic treatments.

### Protocol

All procedures were approved by and followed guidelines of the University at Buffalo Institutional Animal Care and Use committee.

#### 1. Fluid percussion injury

1. Wear a lab coat or surgical gown, surgical mask, surgical gloves, and head covering and sterilize all tools and materials that contact the surgical site.

2. Anesthetize a 10-12-week-old, male, Wistar rat (350-400 g) with 3% isoflurane and 1 L/min oxygen in an induction chamber of appropriate size for rats. Remove the rat from the induction chamber and move it to the prep area once it is unconscious. Put the sterile ophthalmic ointment into both eyes.

3. Shave the hair on the rat’s head with electric clippers with a #40 blade from just above the eyes to the caudal base of the ears to produce a smooth surgical field. Remove any loose, clipped hair from the site.

4. Clean the surgical site by applying 2% chlorohexidine scrub to the shaved scalp followed by 70% ethanol. Start at the center and move outward in concentric circles away from the incision site. Repeat this process 3 times. Apply Betadine solution to the site in the same fashion and allowed to dry.

5. Place the anesthetized rat into the stereotaxic frame and maintain anesthesia at 2-3% isoflurane-1 L/min oxygen via nosecone. Check for loss of withdrawal reflex of hindlimb and loss of palpebral reflex to ensure the rat is in a surgical plane of anesthesia.

6. Monitor the respiratory rate, heart rate, body temperature and oxygen saturation throughout the surgery. Maintain heart rate between 300-400 bpm, and SpO2 above 90%.

7. Irrigate the skull surface and surrounding tissues with 2.0 mg/mL gentamicin solution in sterile saline. Blot excess solution with a sterile swab.

8. Make a 1.5-2.5 cm midline incision through the skin and muscle of the scalp using a #10 scalpel blade. Retract the skin and muscle to expose the skull and provide a clear surgical field. Reflect the underlying fascia and fatty tissue away from the bone with sterile cotton swabs.

9. Shave down the lateral ridge of the left parietal bone using a surgical curette to produce a smooth flat surface so that the base of the female-female Luer lock hub can rest flush with the skull.

10. Irrigate the skull surface and surrounding tissues with 2.0 mg/mL gentamicin solution in sterile saline. Blot excess solution with a sterile swab.

11. Apply 3% hydrogen peroxide to the skull to dry the bone.

12. Create a 5 mm diameter craniectomy site through the left parietal bone.

13. Remove the bone flap with the surgical curette and smooth tissue forceps.

14. Use a stereomicroscope and illumination to visually inspect the dura for any signs of rupture. A thin rim of bone will remain around the circumference of the craniectomy site. Gently remove this rim with smooth tissue forceps taking care not to rupture the dura.

15. Swab the skull with 70% ethanol to remove any bone dust and to dry the skull.

16. Fill the Luer lock hub with a sterile preservative free artificial cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) solution (pH 7.4) using a syringe and needle so that a convex bolus of saline can be seen above the top of the rim.

17. Prepare a slurry of dental cement. Apply the cement to the surface of the skull around and over the base of the Luer lock hub to secure it in place.

18. Fill the Luer lock hub with a sterile preservative free artificial cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) solution (pH 7.4) using a syringe and needle so that a convex bolus of saline can be seen above the top of the rim.

19. Once the dental cement is completely cured, discontinue gas anesthesia and remove the rat from the stereotaxic frame.

20. Place the rat on a platform next to the FPI device.
21. The FPI device has a curved metal tip that extends from the pressure transducer at the end of the fluid reservoir. Secure a 12 cm length of pressure tubing to the end of the curved tip with the opposite end terminating in a 2 cm male Luer lock connector. Secure the rat to the FPI device by connecting the female end of the hub on the rat's skull to the male connector. NOTE: Ensure the connection is tightly secured and that all air bubbles have been removed from the system.

22. Place the animal in sternal recumbency and repeatedly check for return of withdrawal reflex. As soon as the rat regains withdrawal reflex but is still sedated, release the pendulum of the FPI device to cause a single 20 ms pressure pulse and induce injury. NOTE: It is important to not induce the injury while the animal is deeply anesthetized as this tends to cause increased mortality due to neurogenic-induced pulmonary edema. All devices show variability. However, on the device used for this experiment, a 17° angle placement of the hammer produces a 2.2 - 2.3 atmospheric pressure pulse. Uninjured, sham animals undergo all of the same procedures with the exception of the actual fluid pulse to induce the injury.

23. Immediately disconnect the rat from the FPI device after injury, place it in sternal recumbency, and provide supplemental oxygen (1 L/min) via a nose cone until spontaneous breathing returns. Apnea is an anticipated consequence of the injury. If necessary, provide periodic manual breathing via a bag valve mask until the rat begins to spontaneously breathe on its own. NOTE: Typically, apnea lasts less than 2 min. A transient rapid rise in heart rate (>500 bpm) is observed immediately after the administration of the pressure pulse due to a catecholamine burst. This can be monitored with a pulse oximeter attached to the rat's foot and can serve as a possible indicator that a severe injury has occurred.

24. Monitor the rat continuously and record the time of return of righting reflex (stable ambulation on all four limbs).

25. The magnitude of the atmospheric pressure pulse for each rat should be within ± 0.05 atmospheres of each other. Confirm that each of the pressure pulse produces a smooth signal on the oscilloscope with consistent amplitude and duration. NOTE: A noisy signal may indicate air bubbles in the system that must be removed prior to delivering the injury pulse. Atmospheric pressure pulses that produce a severe injury, in this experiment, are those that typically result in animal righting times of 30-60 min. This range of righting times is associated with a mortality rate of approximately 40-50%.

26. Administer 10 mL of prewarmed saline subcutaneously as a supportive care.

27. Return the rat to its home cage and allow it to recover for at least 4 h. NOTE: Increased mortality has been observed when the rats are placed immediately back under anesthesia.

2. Implantation of cortical EEG electrodes and video-EEG recording

1. At 4 h after injury, anesthetize the rat as previously described and place it back into the stereotactic frame to remove the Luer lock hub and dental cement. NOTE: The hub and cement will easily snap off with moderate pressure. When removing the hub, check carefully for any rupture or damage to the dura. Immediately euthanize any animal with damage to the dura.

2. Apply a small drop of 0.5% bupivacaine hydrochloride to the skull in each of the locations where 5 pilot holes are to be drilled (see Figure 1).

3. Drill pilot holes through the skull with a hand-held 0.1 mm drill bit.

4. Secure a stainless-steel electrode screw into each pilot hole at the following locations: a reference screw is placed caudal to the lambda over the cerebellum. Recording electrodes are placed: 1) over the hemisphere ipsilateral and rostral to the craniectomy; 2) over the hemisphere ipsilateral and caudal to the craniectomy; 3) over the hemisphere contralateral and rostral to the craniectomy; 4) over the hemisphere contralateral and caudal to the craniectomy.

5. Swab the skull with 70% ethanol to remove any bone dust.

6. Cover the craniectomy site with a thin layer of sterile bone wax to cover the exposed dura.

7. Connect an electrode array to the 5 EEG electrodes by wrapping the exposed end of a color-coded electrode wire tightly around its designated stainless-steel electrode screw. NOTE: The opposite ends of each electrode wire is positioned into a specific, designated location within the pedestal connector.

8. Prepare a slurry of bone cement.

9. Collect the electrode wires into a coil underneath the pedestal and secure the wires and pedestal into place with bone cement. Hold the pedestal in position until the bone cement has cured. NOTE: The bone must be particularly dry and void of any residual blood in order to achieve proper adhesion and prevent premature removal of the transmitter.

10. Attach the wireless transmitter with fresh batteries to the pedestal before removing the animal from the stereotactic frame.

11. Place the animal in its home cage and place the cage in proximity to the receiver and in view of a designated video camera. Initiate video/EEG recording.

3. Collection of video-EEG recordings

1. Prior to collecting EEG signals, do a frequency sweep of the room where rats will be housed for EEG collection to identify any potential interfering frequencies to prevent the collection of EEG recording with any frequency that has background noise.

2. Set all transmitters to specific frequencies that are free of interference.

3. Set the sampling frequency and the input range of each programmable transmitter. NOTE: This can be done using a smart tool provided by the system manufacturer. Transmitters can sample at a maximum rate of 1000 Hz, and a maximum input range of ±10 mV. In this experiment, EEG recordings between 0.5 Hz to 30 Hz were analyzed. Therefore, the sample rate was set at 250 Hz. We typically observe Amplitudes of less than 1 mV. Therefore, the set input range was at ±2 mV.

4. Use EEG collection software provided by the manufacturer to continuously record video-EEG beginning on the day of injury linking each wireless transmitter via a unique frequency to a specific receiver. NOTE: Each transmitter receiver pair is capable of monitoring 4 monopolar EEG channels, and acceleration in the X, Y and Z planes. EEG data can be written to a storage server. The video data should be saved on a NAS device linked to the storage server. The EEG analysis software synchronizes the video and EEG recording based on the time maintained by the storage server.

5. Use the video collection software to record video of each rat with its own 2 MP resolution camera (1920 x 1080) configured to record at 30 frames/s.
NOTE: Each camera has its own infrared illumination for video collection at night.

6. Configure the system to automatically save all video and EEG recordings to a storage server every 24 h. The videos produce rather large files.

4. Video/EEG analysis

1. Synchronize the video with each EEG recording at 1/10 s resolution. Do this by using the system manufacturer's video/EEG analysis software that creates a metafile with the stamp of the precise time of both of the EEG and the video.
2. Manually screen through EEG recordings to identify index events that define seizure activity.
3. Using the video/EEG analysis software and index EEG events, create a configuration file that uses key parameters (i.e., power in specific frequency bands, the ratio of frequency bands to the total power, acceleration threshold, etc.) to define the characteristics of the potential seizure events.
4. Run the EEG analysis software to identify potential regions of EEG recording that qualify based on the parameters selected in the configuration file.

NOTE: The EEG analysis software allows for automatic seizure detection and highlights regions of interest in the EEG signals and provides FFT power spectrum analysis across the signal.

5. Confirm potential convulsive seizures by using video recordings collected during acquisition, which are synchronized with each rat's respective EEG recordings.

Representative Results

With this model, we induced severe TBI into adult, male, Wistar rats. Under the conditions we describe here, we typically observe mortality rates of 40-50%, and righting reflex times of 30 - 60 min as previously described. We were able to collect video/EEG recordings 24 h/day beginning on the day of injury. A diagram showing the location of four monopolar EEG electrodes and a single reference electrode is shown in Figure 1A. Images which demonstrate the location and appearance of the TBI lesions expected with the conditions described here are shown in Figure 1B-D. Under the conditions described here, we consistently observe delta slowing within the first three days post TBI. Less severely injured rats exhibit unilateral, intermittent delta slowing (Figures 2C-D). In contrast, continuous, bilateral delta slowing is observed after more severe injuries (Figure 3C-D). Some degree of delta slowing was consistently observed in all TBI rats but was not detected in any sham operated (craniectomy only) control rats (Figures 2A-B; 3A-B). Extensive delta slowing was consistently observed during the first three days after injury in most TBI rats. Interestingly, rats typically show pronounced weight loss during the first three days post injury. Non-convulsive seizures are occasionally observed within the first week following TBI (Figure 4C-D). Clinical seizures, presenting as spike clusters associated with rearing and falling as well as forearm clonus can be observed after 1-week post TBI (Figure 5C-D). Finally, Figure 6 presents representative images of occasional intermittent signal drop out and loss of signal due to battery failure.

![Figure 1: Location of craniectomy, electrode placement, and lesion](image-url)

**Figure 1. Location of craniectomy, electrode placement, and lesion.** (A) shows a schematic diagram of the rat skull with the locations of the craniectomy (grey circle in the left hemisphere), four monopolar electrodes (Black dots; 1,2,3,4) located between the Bregma and Lambda and a reference electrode (Black dot, R) placed midline, posterior to the lambda; (B) shows coronal post-mortem T2 MRI scans with the location of the lesion identified by a red circle; (C) shows a 2-D map of the cortex where the location and size of the lesion is identified (blue region). (D) shows a Nissl stained coronal section with the lesion boxed, lesion is 100x magnified in image to the right. Please click here to view a larger version of this figure.
Figure 2. Unilateral, intermittent delta slowing collected on the day of a moderate TBI. (A) shows a 90 s EEG trace from a sham operated, uninjured control rat on the day of surgery. All four channels are presented. A 10 s long trace (taken from the boxed region) was extracted from the 3rd channel to better visualize the baseline EEG pattern. A 2048 ms EPOC section of this was then selected to be analyzed in the corresponding FFT. (B) FFT analysis of 2048 ms selected EPOC from the uninjured sham operated animal on the day of surgery. (C) shows a 90 s EEG trace, which demonstrates the intermittent, unilateral delta slowing pattern of a moderately injured animal on the day of injury. A 10 s long trace (taken from the boxed region) was extracted from the 3rd channel to better visualize the delta slowing EEG pattern. A 2048 ms EPOC section of this was then selected to be analyzed in the corresponding FFT. (D) FFT analysis of 2048 ms selected EPOC from the moderate TBI animal on the day of injury. 90 s EEG tracings, from top to bottom are biopotentials 1, 2, 3, 4, corresponding to their locations around the craniectomy site as seen in Figure 1. Grey vertical marks define 1 s intervals on the EEG traces. All EEG traces are shown on a scale of (±500 µV). Within FFT Analysis graphs, overall analyzed frequency range was 0.5-30 Hz. This was further broken down into 4 separate frequency bands of Delta (Yellow, 0.5-4 Hz), Theta (Purple, 4-8 Hz), Alpha (Red, 8-12 Hz), and Beta (Green, 12-30 Hz). % (Power) graph shown within the FFT analysis tells what percentage of the total power in the analyzed EPOC comes from each previously specified frequency band, allowing for further mathematical characterization of the EEG waveform patterns. Please click here to view a larger version of this figure.
Figure 3. Bilateral, continuous delta slowing collected on the day of a severe TBI. (A) shows a 90 s EEG trace from a sham operated, uninjured control rat on the day of surgery. All four channels are presented. A 10 s long trace (taken from the boxed region) was extracted from the 3rd channel to better visualize the baseline EEG pattern. A 2048 ms EPOC section of this was then selected to be analyzed in the corresponding FFT. (B) FFT analysis of 2048 ms selected EPOC from the uninjured sham operated animal on the day of surgery. (C) shows a 90 s EEG trace, which demonstrates the continuous, bilateral delta slowing pattern of a severely injured animal on the day of injury. A 10 s long trace (taken from the boxed region) was extracted from the 3rd channel to better visualize the delta slowing EEG pattern. A 2048 ms EPOC section of this was then selected to be analyzed in the corresponding FFT. (D) FFT analysis of 2048 ms selected EPOC from the severe TBI animal on the day of injury. 90 s EEG tracings, from top to bottom are biopotentials 1, 2, 3, 4, corresponding to their locations around the craniectomy site as seen in Figure 1. Grey vertical marks define 1 s intervals on the EEG traces. All EEG traces are shown on a scale of (± 500 µV). Within FFT Analysis graphs, overall analyzed frequency range was 0.5-30 Hz. This was further broken down into 4 separate frequency bands of Delta (Yellow, 0.5-4 Hz), Theta (Purple, 4-8 Hz), Alpha (Red, 8-12 Hz), and Beta (Green, 12-30 Hz). % (Power) graph shown within the FFT analysis tells what percentage of the total power in the analyzed EPOC comes from each previously specified frequency band, allowing for further mathematical characterization of the EEG waveform patterns. Please click here to view a larger version of this figure.
Figure 4. Nonconvulsive electrographic seizure collected 3 days post severe TBI. (A) shows a 90 s EEG trace from a sham operated, uninjured control rat 3 days after surgery. All four channels are presented. A 10 s long trace (taken from the boxed region) was extracted from the 3rd channel to better visualize the baseline EEG pattern. A 2048 ms EPOC section of this was then selected to be analyzed in the corresponding FFT. (B) FFT analysis of 2048 ms selected EPOC from the uninjured sham operated animal on the day three after of surgery. (C) shows a 90 s EEG trace three days post severe injury. This show building, fast spiking pattern present bilaterally and across all 4 collecting channels. A 10 s long trace (taken from the boxed region) was extracted from the 3rd channel to better visualize the spiking EEG pattern. A 2048 ms EPOC section of this was then selected to be analyzed in the corresponding FFT. (D) FFT analysis of 2048 ms selected EPOC from the severe TBI animal on the day of injury. 90 s EEG tracings, from top to bottom are biopotentials 1, 2, 3, 4, corresponding to their locations around the craniectomy site as seen in Figure 1. Grey vertical marks define 1 s intervals on the EEG traces. All EEG traces are shown on a scale of (± 500 µV). Within FFT Analysis graphs, overall analyzed frequency range was 0.5-30 Hz. This was further broken down into 4 separate frequency bands of Delta (Yellow, 0.5-4 Hz), Theta (Purple, 4-8 Hz), Alpha (Red, 8-12 Hz), and Beta (Green, 12-30 Hz). % (Power) graph shown within the FFT analysis tells what percentage of the total power in the analyzed EPOC comes from each previously specified frequency band, allowing for further mathematical characterization of the EEG waveform patterns. Please click here to view a larger version of this figure.
Figure 5. Convulsive electrographic seizure collected 9 days post TBI. (A) shows a 90 s EEG trace from a sham operated, uninjured control rat nine (9) days after surgery. All four channels are presented. A 10 s long trace (taken from the boxed region) was extracted from the 3rd channel to better visualize the baseline EEG pattern. A 2048 ms EPOC section of this was then selected to be analyzed in the corresponding FFT. (B) FFT analysis of 2048 ms selected EPOC from the uninjured sham operated animal on the day nine (9) after of surgery. (C) shows a 90 s EEG trace nine (9) days post severe injury. This show building, fast spiking pattern present bilaterally and across all 4 collecting channels. A 10 s long trace (taken from the boxed region) was extracted from the 3rd channel to better visualize the spiking EEG pattern. A 2048 ms EPOC section of this was then selected to be analyzed in the corresponding FFT. (D) FFT analysis of 2048 ms selected EPOC from the severe TBI animal nine (9) days post injury. 90 s EEG tracings, from top to bottom are biopotentials 1, 2, 3, 4, corresponding to their locations around the craniectomy site as seen in Figure 1. Grey vertical marks define 1 s intervals on the EEG traces. All EEG traces are shown on a scale of (± 500 µV). Within FFT Analysis graphs, overall analyzed frequency range was 0.5-30 Hz. This was further broken down into 4 separate frequency bands of Delta (Yellow, 0.5-4 Hz), Theta (Purple, 4-8 Hz), Alpha (Red, 8-12 Hz), and Beta (Green, 12-30 Hz). % (Power) graph shown within the FFT analysis tells what percentage of the total power in the analyzed EPOC comes from each previously specified frequency band, allowing for further mathematical characterization of the EEG waveform patterns. Please click here to view a larger version of this figure.

Figure 6. Signal drop out. These are 3 separate examples of what signal drop out due to transmitter or receiver issues appears as on the EEG recording. (A) This is an example of intermittent dropout of the EEG signal on a recording. (B) This is an example of drop out due to battery failure during continuous wireless telemetry appears as an EEG tracing. (C) Within the circled region, it can be seen that when the Quality of Signal (QoS) drops from 100 to 0, the EEG tracing becomes flattened and stagnant at 0 µV. Grey vertical marks define 1 s intervals on the EEG traces. All EEG traces are shown on a scale of (± 500 µV). Please click here to view a larger version of this figure.

Discussion

Considerable variability has been reported between laboratories regarding the specific parameters and methods used for the FPI TBI model. These inconsistencies have resulted in conflicting results and make it difficult to harmonize efforts and outcomes between labs. Here,
we have presented a detailed methodology describing our approach to long-term, continuous recording of video/EEG to monitor for post-traumatic epileptiform activity. A number of steps are critical to generating reproducible results with the described method.

First, given that the incidence of post-traumatic epilepsy correlates with injury severity, apply conditions that result in the most severe TBI. Specifically, use a 5 mm craniectomy to ensure that a sufficiently large area of dura is exposed. In addition, secure a female-female Luer lock device onto the surface of the skull, with the opening placed directly over the craniectomy. This differs from other labs that have used a smaller craniectomy (3 mm) and/or placed a modified needle hub inside the craniectomy, which effectively reduces the opening size. By placing the Luer lock outside of the craniectomy, the 5mm opening is maintained. These specific parameters impact the overall force applied to the dura. The atmospheric pressure applied to the dura also has a major impact on the severity of injury observed. Unfortunately, atmospheric pressure is highly variable and appears to be device dependent. Some labs have reported applying a pressure pulse of 8 - 10 ms\(^{-1}\). In contrast, the method described here results in a 20 ms pressure pulse. This is consistent with other labs that appear to generate more severe injury \(^\text{14,28}\). It is clear that the injury-inducing pressure pulse is a parameter that shows considerable variability between labs and must be empirically defined. However, injury severity may be determined based on a combination of mortality rates (40-50%), righting reflex times (>30 min)\(^\text{18}\). It is also critical that only animals with an intact dura be included in the study. In addition, if the craniectomy is occluded by any glue or cement such that part of the dura beneath the craniectomy is not exposed to the full force of the fluid pressure pulse, then the animal should be eliminated from the study.

Anesthesia is another critical factor that must be controlled. Isoflurane exposure should be kept to the lowest levels possible to maintain a surgical plane of anesthesia. Rats exposed to higher levels of isoflurane or for long durations are more likely to develop neurogenic-induced pulmonary edema. Preparation of the skull represents another critical aspect of the method. Particularly, drying the skull and removing any bone dust helps to prevent the rats from removing the transmitter prematurely.

The approach presented here does have some limitations. Batteries must be changed on a regular basis. The frequency of battery changes depends on the sampling rate. Batteries are typically changed once a week for a sampling rate of 1000 Hz. This time frame can be extended by reducing the sampling rate. The system is also limited to recording from four monopolar EEG electrodes. However, this provides two channels per hemisphere and can differentiate between focal and generalized events and can differentiate between anterior and posterior changes. Despite these limitations, this approach provides a reasonable method to conduct continuous video/EEG monitoring and detection of epileptiform changes following severe TBI.

The method described here results in both electrographic and convulsive seizures within one month following TBI. Therefore, this approach provides a reasonable time frame in which to study potential therapeutics for preventing epileptogenesis following severe TBI. This approach also provides a method to investigate the molecular mechanisms associated with PTE and may lead to the identification of potential biomarkers that can be used to identify patients who are most at risk of developing PTE.
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